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Brooklyn NY - SDVOSB Materials Technology & Supply LLC (https://www.sdvosbmaterials.com/) 
an American company and a Service Disabled, Veteran Owned, Small Business (SDVOSB) 
Certified Diversity Manufacturer, announces the launch of its SDVOSB Thermal Camera Carts to 
battle the COVID-19 Pandemic by measuring Elevated Skin Temperature (EST) to detect 
potentially feverous people and groups at major health, education, government, 
entertainment, and commercial facilities across the nation.  
 
COVID-19 in the workplace is a growing concern across the Nation.   Many facilities are 
currently checking people’s temperature one-at-a-time, by hand.  Personnel costs for hand 
temperature measurements are expensive, and this bottleneck causes entry lines around the 
block. This is not helping to calm concerns.  
 
The ReOpening is here and people want to feel safe as they return to the workplace and go out 
to events, school, etc. These technology systems help provide a safe and healthy facility for a 
most valuable resource – staff, visitors and clients.  And provide potential cost savings too.  
 
Our exclusive thermal camera technology is preconfigured for monitoring individuals and 
groups to find temperature deviations or elevated skin temperature that could be a symptom 
of COVID-19. This temperature measurement solution offers built-in analysis, alarm 
functionality, and is an FDA 510(K) Cleared Class 1 Device. Our models include temperature EST 
settings with a dynamically updated reference temperature.  
 
Many of our medical clients are seeing a clear, positive ROI with our automated temperature 
measurement solution. The status quo has multiple, high cost, health professionals testing by 
hand, one-by-one, 24/7. Some are seeing a payback in as short as 30 days when they look at the 
salary, benefits and overhead costs of health professionals, at a non-billable position for full 
shifts, maybe 2 to 3 shifts a day, 7 days a week.  And we are seeing a great reduction of the 
sometimes-lengthy queues to get clients, visitors and staff safely into the facility, tested and 
ready to work.  This increases efficiency and can generate a positive entry experience, and 
getting staff back to work to generate needed revenue.  
 
Cyber security and foreign-made “facial recognition” electronic equipment are in the news … 
and it’s not good.  Foreign governments eavesdropping on our citizens and stealing personal 
data and images are an everyday concern.  With our systems, information stays safe and 
secure; our systems are HIPAA & EEOC Compliant, and our cameras are FDA 510(k) Cleared to 
assure your safety.  The SDVOSB Thermal Camera Carts are made in the USA using secure 
equipment.  Our systems and software do not transmit data to outside sources.  Buying 
American means buying quality and safety for your critical personal information and cyber data.  

https://www.sdvosbmaterials.com/


 
“We developed the SDVOSB Thermal Camera Cart Suite of EST Systems to bring safety and 
security to the workplace during this Pandemic. And it is working!  Our clients are seeing the 
positive results of fast and accurate temperature measurements,” says Harrison Kendall, 
Service-Disabled Veteran and CEO of SDVOSB COVID-19 Office Solutions. He goes on, "As my 
family fought in two World Wars, and as I served our Nation in Afghanistan, our mission was to 
protect our nation. The COVID-19 corona virus is the new enemy and a real threat to our entire 
country. We work every day to eliminate this enemy for the well-being of our clients and our 
country." 
 
And our clients are our focus. Elise Sutherland, Health Management Projects at the Cerebral 
Palsy Associations of NYS said about SDVOSB COVID-19 Office at SDVOSBmaterials.com, “The 
quality of service and materials provided by your company ensured our ability to actualize our 
goal. We are grateful for your efficient, gracious customer service, the level of detail, 
collaboration, and accountability you have demonstrated regarding this intensely structured 
project.  We could not conduct our business without you! Due to our positive relationship with 
you, we would most certainly like to continue our work together and recommend your service 
to other companies and contacts. Our team could not be more satisfied with your work, and we 
look forward to continuing this relationship!” 
 
There is a clear vision at SDVOSB Materials Technology & Supply LLC to further assist their 
neighbors and their businesses and organizations with the COVID-19 pandemic ReOpening 
program. 
 
About SDVOSB Materials Technology & Supply LLC 
 
SDVOSB Materials Technology & Supply LLC is a service disabled, veteran-owned and family-run 
business that believe in providing top quality value and satisfaction to our clients. Based in New 
York City, Harrison James Kendall (U.S. Army - Operation Enduring Freedom, Forward Operating 
Base Salerno, Afghanistan, now 100% disabled combat veteran, verified by the VA) established 
the business in 2017. After serving our country in combat with the U.S. Army, Harrison has 
begun his career as a 100% Service-Disabled, Combat Veteran Business owner. 
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